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360-DEGREES OF DISRUPTION

Real estate is a crowded, thriving space. In a market this competitive, it’s not enough to have an
attractive homepage and a glossy brochure. Brokers need materials that will truly stand out.
And for an industry built on imagery, that’s not easy. Visual perceptions rule the day when it
comes to touring, selling, and leasing properties. In this regard, virtual reality is positioned to
become an equalizing force—perhaps even a total disruption. Consider the tremendous potential
of virtual reality walkthroughs in showcasing residential homes, for example. According to the
National Association of Realtors (1):
•

95% of buyers use the internet to look for homes

•

51% buy homes they’ve found online

•

61% of first-time buyers are under 35 (Millenials and even Gen Z)

•

A majority (58%) of buyers used a mobile app to find the home they purchased

•

90% of online home-shoppers still purchased their home through a real estate agent

In other words...it seems that most buyers are using their tablets and phones to find properties
and real estate agents to buy them.

CUTTING-EDGE VIRTUAL REALITY TOURS ARE THE NATURAL NEXT STEP.
Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) aren’t small-scale, experimental technologies
anymore, either. Goldman Sachs recently estimated the 2020 revenue of the industry at $28
billion and projected it would grow to $80 billion by 2025 (2). McKinsey reports growth to as high as
$95 billion over the same timeline (3).
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Goldman Sachs also predicts real estate to be “among the first markets disrupted,” largely
because “the value proposition of a VR home listing ad can significantly outweigh that of an
online ad.” This exciting new market could involve as much as 1.4 million registered real estate
agents offering VR tours to their clients.
It’s true that in-person showings far exceed the experience of print and online advertisements.
But this is precisely what makes VR so disruptive. Agents and brokers have traditionally relied
on verbal and written communication, schedule coordination, and expensive visits to physical
locations. Now, all it takes is a VR headset (or even just a smartphone app) to surround and
immerse yourself in a photorealistic 3D environment. You can learn what it’s like to be outside
or inside a property by bringing it right to you.
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Real estate VR represents an opportunity to craft an all-encompassing branded asset that will
travel with the sales team. Not only does VR make for an immersive visual presentation...it can also
consolidate all of the surrounding marketing material into a single, presentable product. A digital,
virtual tour can easily incorporate:
•

Links to external websites (e.g. the property site or Google Maps)

•

Clickable PDFs that pop open brochures and sell sheets

•

High definition image galleries

•

Audio files with “live” narration about the explorable VR location

•

A property site map (with a compass and an indicator of your viewing direction)

The old model, dependent upon costly on-site showings and printed marketing collateral, has
begun a transformation. Nowadays, real estate brokers and developers can digitize every aspect of
proposed and existing spaces, infusing their properties with new (virtual) life.
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HOW TO USE VR FOR PROPOSED,
NEW, & EXISTING SPACES

The popular imagination paints VR as a sci-fi-like technology that’s complicated to create and
confusing to engage in real life. But we promise you—it isn’t. Examples of present-day VR are all
around us (pun intended). Think about street views on Google Maps. The NAR has reported that
the majority of adults with the internet have taken a VR tour, and online listings with 360-degree
virtual tours receive 87% more views than those with still, flat photos alone (4). The technology is
both familiar and in-demand.
And these experiences can be crafted quickly. This is all it takes:

WHAT GOES INTO A VR TOUR?
•

PANORAMIC PHOTOS: Many 360 virtual tours begin as a simple series of photographs—
super-wide panoramas stitched together side-by-side until they fully encircle a viewing
area. Then, rather than viewing them all like a flat image, an app can allow your screen to
rotate around the area and view each direction as if you’re there. For proposed spaces,
photorealistic 3D renderings can replace or augment on-site photography.

•

REALISTIC ORIENTATION: Smartphones and VR goggles have an added advantage—a
gyroscope. This feature lets a device sense motion, so you can physically rotate the screen
(or your head) to look in each direction for a truly immersive experience. When overhead
and underneath photographs are incorporated, you can look anywhere. It really feels like
you’re there.
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MULTIPLE SCENES: A virtual tour can link several of these “scenes” together, so a click

•

can move your viewing spot from room to room. This series of spinning images can be
loaded onto websites or into presentations, and the whole tour can be operated with a
few clicks of your mouse.
•

ADVANCED OPTIONS: With more time and investment, it’s possible to upscale the
experience with realistic animations and sensory elements (e.g., people walking, cars
passing, ambient sounds, narration), or turn it into a real-time walkthrough with
360-degree videography. Text overlaid onto the scene could provide helpful labels, links to
more info, or detailed captions about the viewing area. The sky’s the limit.

•

SHARED EXPERIENCE: Our application can allow even more. Some of our clients guide
sales tours of 360 space with VR goggles in meetings. Normally, there’s no way for
someone else to experience what you’re seeing with goggles on. With our service, it’s
possible to give visitors a guided tour, in which everyone in the room can see what the
person with the goggles is seeing. This shared tour experience is as realistic as it gets.

FOR PROPOSED SPACES:
Both AR and VR are invaluable tools for selling proposed spaces. With photorealistic 3D
visualization, prospective buyers and investors don’t need any leaps to imagine an as-yetnonexistent space. They can look around and feel exactly what it would be like to stand inside
(or outside) of a finished building during the initial stages of design and architecture. Use virtual
tours to:
•

Pitch real estate developers on your concept

•

Present the finished project to investors before construction begins

•

Add a virtual building to an overhead drone photograph

•

Explore interior or exterior design alternatives for a proposed space

•

Sell a public project at a town meeting

AR technology can superimpose visual elements or structures onto existing environments (i.e., a
building on an empty lot or addition on a house). Then, VR renderings can provide detailed, scaled
tours of planned interior spaces. These realistic 3D visualizations take advantage of curb appeal in
a way that drawings and diagrams cannot. A compelling presentation of the end result can earn
support, funding, and sales.
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Screencap from VR presentation of “Watsonville Streets Plan” by Tangram 3DS.

This project presented several alternatives for the renovation of Watsonville’s Main
and Union streets. It also incorporated animations and audio for immersive impact.
•

Birds and passing traffic are heard in the live VR as photorealistic
animations of cars, bicycles, and pedestrians make their way down
the street.

•

A narrated audio tour of each scene begins when the viewer activates a
green button on the street.

•

Thumbnails in the lower interface allow the viewer to toggle through
locations and alternative designs.)
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FOR NEW OR EMPTY SPACES:
An empty, brand-new construction can be tough to sell—unless the buyer brings a rich
imagination. Attractive staging creates an influential emotional attachment. But staging is
expensive, and each prospective buyer will have unique intentions for the space.
With AR and VR technology, interior design doesn’t have to wait. Bring move-in furnishings back
in time to the pre-purchase process, where buyers can now visualize elaborate personalized decor
in a completely bare space. Use virtual tours to:
•

Present empty box rooms as rich, purposeful spaces

•

Immerse buyers in a range of potential interior designs

•

Transform a raw or partially finished project into a fully realized space

•

Collaborate with a client’s interior designers for a personalized tour

•

Upgrade or replace an on-site showing or open house

Best of all, virtual staging is both more versatile and more cost-effective than the
physical alternative.

FOR EXISTING SPACES:
Much like with new buildings, VR tours are ideal for staging, showing, and selling a pre-existing
property. One major advantage for existing spaces is that the virtual tour is always available, from
anywhere, even when a property is currently occupied or not in showing condition. Use virtual
tours to:
•

Create an attractive, perfectly staged asset that’s permanent—unlike
rented furnishings

•

Show your property infinitely, without requiring one-on-one showings

•

Conduct an accessible open house for interested parties who live far away

•

Pitch tenants remotely or help them browse and self-select before committing
to more costly on-site visits

•

Supplement property inspections and condition assessments

•

Test and discuss potential design changes for a property

VR tours don’t need to contain themselves to just the existing property, either. A virtual bike tour of
the surrounding streets could be an incredibly disruptive differentiator. Paired with an interior tour,
your potential buyers could clearly visualize living or working in the neighborhood.
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6 ADVANTAGES OF VR FOR
REAL ESTATE

VR tours help real estate brokers sell properties for both innovative and practical reasons. Here
are a few of the factors that make the biggest difference.

1

VR SAVES TIME FOR BOTH THE BUYER AND
THE AGENT.
It’s easy to create a permanent, infinitely replayable VR tour that nurtures
prospects for years. All you need is a panoramic camera and the rapid turnaround
of a 3D visualization studio. Professional studios supply their own cameras for the
photoshoot—so that’s taken care of already. They’ll stitch together a few photos, get
the virtual tours into a VR app or embedded on your website, and your property can
now be open for showings around the clock.
You’ll also avoid stringing together tedious, time-intensive on-site showings. These can
cost you the entire day (especially if travel is involved) and aren’t always the best use
of time for either party. VR tours streamline that process. Agents and buyers (across
the globe) can access life-like simulations quickly, filter through options, and complete
dozens of tours without arranging showings and traveling to every site.
Best of all, the whole collection of marketing material can be consolidated into a
single presentable location. This way, there’s no need to exit the VR and interrupt
the presentation to access other info. It all comes together into one smooth,
unified product.
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Screencap from “Cambridge Crossing” VR presentation by Tangram 3DS.

This 3D virtual tour of a proposed Cambridge Crossing development project includes
elaborate value-added features that, together, meld the developer’s marketing
collateral into a cohesive presentation.
•

TOP: Compass follows the viewing angle.

•

TOP LEFT CORNER: Site map with the project’s logo, clickable red hotspots
for the viewing locations, and a view cone.

•

CENTER: View of the surrounding area slowly auto-rotates when not in use.
Red arrows overlaid on ground can be clicked to move the camera to the next
viewing area. Brand signage could be customized.

•

RIGHT: Photorealistic pedestrian foot traffic has been added to the scene.

•

BOTTOM: Interface with clickable thumbnails of VR viewpoints. Icons control
zoom, fullscreen, menu visibility, and offer links to a project brochure PDF,
Google maps for the location, and a promotional video.)
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2

IT ADDS VALUE TO THE PURCHASE PROCESS.
Remember, VR is a disruptive technology. Think about how much it can potentially add
to the buying process.
Partner with clients to plan the interior decor before they purchase the home. Make
adjustments to the look and feel in real-time during a showing. Personalize for the
client by swapping in branding, logos, and tenant signage (or even clickable links to
collateral and brand websites on top of the signage). See a finished product before
it’s finished. Cancel those plane tickets. Let the buyer control the tour. All of these
possibilities add value.

3

VIVID PRESENTATIONS STREAMLINE FUNDING.
Investors are looking for a tangible reason to commit to your project. This might lead
to funding delays and a lengthy sales process. Or, VR could immerse them in the end
product—immediately—with a vivid 3D rendering (and potential for photorealistic
animations or ambient sounds, as well). This allows a more accurate estimate of the
timeline and cost. But even more importantly, buyers can step into your vision and
experience it like it’s all around them. That could seal the deal.

4

A RICH VISUAL EXPERIENCE BONDS BUYERS WITH
THE PROPERTY.
The immersiveness of virtual reality creates an experience that still photographs can
never capture. A virtual tour can engage the emotions of clients with a life-like 360
visualization and interactive supplements like mortgage calculators, alternative looks,
or trivia about the project. Audio narration could tell the story of the neighborhood or
deliver vivid descriptions that flesh out the feel of a moment on-location in the viewer’s
mind. Better yet—build in a soundtrack with traffic, footsteps, birds, lunchtime chatter...
whatever is most appropriate. It takes a personal connection to sell a property—a sense
of ownership. And VR helps to create it.
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5

YOU’LL FILTER OUT COLDER PROSPECTS BEFORE
THEY COME ON-SITE.
Live showings are more successful when prospective buyers can get an immersive
look at the property in advance. Folks who would otherwise arrange a showing to ‘kick
the tires,’ as the saying goes, can get the peek they need easily, without taking the
trouble to make a trip. A full complement of marketing collateral linked within a rich
self-guided tour makes it easy for the merely curious to access all the information they
need to move forward. Both sellers and agents benefit when there’s no time wasted on
showings that are unlikely to convert.
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MILLENNIALS LOVE VR.
Gen Z and Millennials are the buyers of the future and, increasingly, of the present.
Millennials now outnumber baby boomers. The average age of a first-time homebuyer
is also solidly within their cohort (age 33, according to Bloomberg) (5).
It’s no surprise that 71% of the people in these younger generations cite “very positive”
feelings about virtual reality (6). You’ll earn high praise if you can provide VR experiences
to buyers who are enthusiastic about using them. But by and large, 62% of all buyers
want to work with real estate agents who offer VR technology (7). The age of VR is
upon us.
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EMBRACE THE FUTURE WITH
A PERSONAL TOUCH

A 360-degree virtual tour is only the beginning of what’s possible with modern VR technology. It’s
not only helpful for selling but also simple and intuitive for sellers (or buyers) to operate. These are
the makings of a major disruption—one that’s already underway.
In 2018, Property Week reported that the “growth and adoption of VR and augmented reality
[AR] is the future. There was an estimated seven million VR headsets implemented in 2016 and
this is forecast to grow to 37 million by 2020” (8). Tractica went on to project 41 million headsets
by 2025. Their study insists that the use of VR in business is “set to snowball and outpace its use
for leisure” (9).
And yet, Statista didn’t include real estate on its global list of VR use cases with at least a 2.9%
share (as of 2018) (10). Now is the time to get ahead of the competition and embrace the technology
of the future. Early adopters will set themselves apart and achieve the greatest benefits.
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LOOKING FOR A PARTNER?

WE’RE TANGRAM 3DS.
The Tangram team would be excited and eager to hear about
your project! We’re an internationally-recognized studio of
digital designers, animators, and 3D visualization specialists
with extensive experience in real estate VR. Our tight-knit,
hands-on team will realize your vision with a personal touch.
Past clients can confirm that we hit the ground running
and communicate clearly through every step of the process,
providing impressive turnaround time and fantastic results.
We pride ourselves on being a one-stop studio with versatile
skills for projects of any size. Above all else, we genuinely want
our clients to love the work we do. Tangram 3DS is committed
to working closely with you on stunning graphical, video,
animation, and VR experiences that tell a compelling
story—yours.
LET US HELP YOU VISUALIZE THE FUTURE.

CONTACT US
PHONE: +1 207.439.9500
EMAIL: info@tangram3ds.com
WEBSITE: www.tangram3ds.com
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